
SCULPTURE...               by Sarah Lehrer Graiwer

...or the nice lady in my head who whispers, lean in. Sometimes she makes winking air- quotes, sometimes a cock of  the head, 

and sometimes a very weary eye roll. We laugh. LOL. I say, get the fuck out. It’s 2015. You don’t need to whisper a message 

like get the fuck out.

...or LOL, when it’s “used as a mask for the inexplicable and even terrifying.”

...or where did the nice lady come from? She’s so existential and yet so pragmatic. She will be back. She is me and part of  

me is her. There are others; it’s crowded in this mother. I is always already we which is already a cluster.

...or this body that produces other bodies, newly poured and forged biomasses. The female has particular access to an 

extreme experience of  internal multitudes and carrying alien weight. She inherits a skill for stripping, dropping trou, and 

taking it all off. She is a natural sculptress.

...or the desire to cast these sentences that are not mine in soap and mud: “My entire state of  being’s changed because I’ve 

become my sexuality: female, straight, wanting to love men, be fucked. Is there a way of  living with this like a gay person, 

proud?”

...or I’m not sure which one of  me says lean in and who says get the fuck out. We think they mean the same thing. Behind the 

bright screen of  digital flatness and social networks, you can’t see who’s who; everyone’s gray in the dark and names don’t 

mean a thing. Usually it won’t matter whether or not you are a female; you will probably be attacked in Internet forums 

regardless. Posting in online space is not the same thing as speaking IRL. Still, one of  me sounds mindfully androgynous, 

youthful, sedate, and flirtatiously post-human, while that other me sounds angry, restless, biting, on edge, and 

difficult—spurred by a repressed anger that erupts in a rumble of  thunder.

...or here’s a good example of  getting the fuck out: When the man said to the artist, “You are a good painter and a nice girl,” 

Lozano shot back: “Wrong on both counts. I’m a very good painter and not a nice girl.” Later, lathered up and teary in the 

shower, she screamed, “Win first don’t last, win last don’t care.”

...or you don’t have to understand my style to get that it’s unapologetic.

...or this bitch that thinks she’s Miss Force Majeure. And, thing is, she’s right. Bitch is like an avalanche. She says, stop, drop, 

and roll, and everyone stops, drops, and rolls. I’m not sorry, she says. It’s not OK, she says. You’re wrong, she says. Get out 

of  my way, she says. Heavy and hardened, she is happiest when writing out of  anger.



...or every time I lose my voice I try to think of  one man ever who lost his and I can’t. Instead I find myself  pointing to Avital 

Ronell on “the feminization that occurs, even to Friedrich Nietzsche, when a thinker must scream to get her thoughts across.”

...or not claiming to know who or what womanhood is. So much productive confusion around gender is making people terribly 

uncomfortable. Valerie Solanas diagrammed the collapse in SCUM, helpfully clarifying that man is really an “incomplete 

female,” a woman-in-lack and women are complete men, who are really women.

... or a sculptor emerging into her prime who explains how gender is an imposed dilemma that consumes too much mental 

energy. She worries about how to fit inside such established, antiquated, ill-fitting systems. Adopt a "gendered position" as 

an artistic identity to gain some stable ground on which to stand and act? Or refuse the limitations and exclusionary structure 

of  such gender identification in order to access a greater understanding of  the myriad identity-positions that exist and are 

available? The ascendant generation tends to align with a post-gender position, while the more matriarchal feminists stress 

a politics of  solidarity and see such unrootedness as the abnegation of  collective power.

...or all the times a woman is forced to take a position and just wants to escape and climb to another plane—direct mental 

energy into other conversations. She’d rather pursue that life-long project of  unlearning in order to truly self-generate behav-

iors and material relations.

...or being sick of  crude binaries, false oppositions, extrinsic responsibilities, and coerced competition. She wants a break 

from options phrased as this “or” that.

...or not letting go of  the doubts and insecurities I like. I will continue to couch my arguments too much and beat around the 

bush.

...or daily physical engagement with materials and production. Giving weight to something—an idea—is the primary, major 

act. The airspace of  balloons cast into concrete, wax drippings into bronze, and foam knots into aluminum: heaviness, such 

a sweet drag, literally slows things down. The power of  giving weight is closely tied to size and scale—twin tools for calibrat-

ing distance and proximity.

...or how much space do I require?

...or that paranoid moral compass I inherited from feminism that always asks who and where the power is in any given situa-

tion. Who’s got the most to gain? Who’s profiting and how much? Who’s being instrumentalized? Where and when is it a 

matter of  “power over” and how can that classic dynamic of  cruelty be turned into a “power to” scenario of  liberation? Who’s 

setting the terms of  engagement, who’s making the rules?



...or, when curating a polemic, can anyone play the part? Is it open season on collective struggle? Can there be a wrong 

spokesperson for the right cause?

...or there’s insouciant defiance and vulnerability all over these sculptures; I may be projecting.

...or, as Hilton Als described the way he loved a bygone lover, showing “no mercy but every tenderness.”

...or I start feeling self-conscious up here on the page, on display like so much sculpture. Posing my body for you like a big 

question mark, the problem of  whether to be or not to be for sale contains a set of  hyperbolic anxieties for women.

...or one-percenters who love huge, towering, expensive-looking-but-submissive lawn ornaments by capitalist cowboys.

...or Sturtevant’s righteous refusal of  patriarchy’s deeply imprinted, undead fantasy of  genius and exceptionalism: “I am not 

interested in being a ‘Great Artist’ / That’s real medieval thinking.” In other words, should more (praise, sales, press, career 

suckcess, etc.) really be what we want? Should hustling and competing for a bigger slice of  a shitty pie even be the dream? 

No, thanks. Pie today is either tainted and tasteless or old and moldy. Sugar has become the new number one killer because 

it’s so goddamn addictive.

...or bypass phallogocentrism altogether! I’m so over it. SCUM says, “What will liberate women, therefore, from male control 

is the total elimination of  the money-work system, not the attainment of  economic equality with men within it.”

...or mere parity is such a lame aspiration. I want to transcend the grow-or-die demands of  capitalism and invent my own 

liquid stamina. Everyone knows the world we live in is in countdown mode.

...or wasn’t it Agnes Martin, becoming ever queerer in the desert, who said, I’m not a woman, I’m a doorknob, leading a quiet 

existence?

...or if  men bled out of  their penises every month, we’d be living in an entirely different universe.

...or female bravado—a crucially indeterminate, opaque, coy, and searching quality of  form.

...or an all-female sculpture show is pretty cool, but an all-female Senate would be so much cooler.



An Argument                 by Charlie White

“Marble-heavy, a bag full of  God”
—Sylvia Plath, “Daddy”

Before an object occupying space can be understood, the cultural conditions of  the space itself  must be carefully                

considered. As much as civil codes and legislation function to define the terms of  their constituents’ activity, the limits and 

legibility of  objects are defined by the cultural dynamics embedded within their location. Whether we are speaking of  

aesthetic bodies or political ones, external dynamics establish the ideational terms of  that which resides within them. In this 

way, the rights of  objects, or the rights that a viewer bestows upon objects, are a corollary to the rights we afford their 

makers. If  an object—in this case, a sculpture—is an extension of  the status of  its maker, then the potential of  that object’s 

intellectual sovereignty and authority also run parallel with the perceived cultural standing of  its maker.

Depending on the variables of  economic conditions, cultural and physical setting, and groups and groupings of  peoples, this 

position may or may not hold over time. Statuses shift, circumstances change, powers invert, and rights, in their broadest 

sense, appear to be more fluid across history, swapping, contracting, expanding, and so on. However, there are some 

constants with regard to matters of  objects and space. Societal binaries determine those who have been selected to possess 

and dispossess the power, agency, and rights accompanying the very concept of  location and the right to control, fill, or 

define it.

It is here that gender, and the notion of  “for men, by men” plays a particular role in carving the contours of  social and          

political systems that have assigned the ownership and custodianship of  space—both private and public—across time. It is 

this constant, and the lens through which the sculptural object is considered in relation to notions of  sovereignty and            

potential agency, that is the focus of  this essay.

The Master Architect and the Genius

The concept of  dominion—from the natural world being man’s rightful domain, to all division, extraction, and construction 

thereof  being his lawful demesne—sets the foundation for a “power over” society that can appoint rights rather than regard 

them as inherent. By forming systems of  value, and establishing limited rights for those enduring an absence of  suffrage, 

“power over” models have gendered space and objects to the advantage of  the already powerful. Here the concepts of  the 

Master Architect and the Genius become reflections of  male superiority, operating as a meridian for man’s achievements and 

setting the needle to one side of  the gender scale.
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“power over” models have gendered space and objects to the advantage of  the already powerful. Here the concepts of  the 

Master Architect and the Genius become reflections of  male superiority, operating as a meridian for man’s achievements and 
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Although the gender of  leadership in Western cultures has varied over time due to bloodlines, those granted the authority to 

design, plan, form, and fill space have remained predominantly male. From Constantine’s solidus to Haussmann’s                     

arrondissements, those who create space also control values, and those who control values form the systems (both cultural or 

monetary) of  valuation that determine power. Therefore, space equals power, and its occupying objects—its architecture and 

artworks—point to a value system assumed in the transforming and filling of  that space, whether that gesture is as grand as 

a boulevard or as minor as a flourish, as functional as a coin, or as extraneous as an embellishment.

By necessitating that a select few be granted the authority to design, form, and propose objects of  permanency that exceed 

measurements of  skill and technical exactitude, the concepts of  the Master Architect and the Genius serve as necessary 

benchmarks to uphold a closed system of  valuation. Here, mastery, in all its permutations, rules over patrons and onlookers 

alike. The limits set within a “for men, by men” system control perceived value and broker opportunity across both physical 

and immaterial locations. Where the concept and concrete roles of  the Master Architect and the Genius are unconditionally 

sovereign, all others become limited by circumscribed rights and restrictive social status.

The Sovereign Object

The practice of  sculpture has historically posited an object that operates in a realm separate from, and above, all others: a 

self-regarding form capable of  transcending time and defining thought. Deeply mythologized and masculinized, sculpture’s 

historical investment in “the Genius” has resulted in it being one of  the most misogynistic platforms in culture. Operating as 

a sort of  proxy, sculpture often is defined by the body that made or conceived it, and is routinely valued on the condition of  

gender. This form of  valuation does not immediately concern itself  with limiting visibility or determining the market in a       

traditional sense; instead, it is committed to controlling a far more complex system that precedes either: the exchange of  

intellectual relevance and cultural worth.

The degree to which a sculpture is able to affect and determine the future it is meant to inhabit has been tethered to the status 

of  its maker. Further, the concept of  gender binarism (in itself  a problem within all object valuation) has been a preoccupation 

of  sculpture, causing the elevation of  masculinized and hetero-normative behaviors to be pushed towards a hyper-male  

bravado in order to create a culture of  alpha-object fetish. Under these conditions “the Genius” begins to approximate 

Nietzsche's starkly binary superman, with form becoming a kind of  individualistic super-sculpture. Here, not only do the limits 

set within a system of  “for men, by men” cordon off  the other, but the terms of  engagement required for anyone to take part 

in the dialog narrow to expressions of  grandeur and varied configurations of  power-over aesthetics.
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Against Limitation

Due to the weight of  its monetary valuation, art has begun to lag behind social progress, leaving the viewer to look elsewhere 

for the challenges once afforded by the discrete artwork. The atomistic effect of  art-fair culture, alongside alpha-object fetish, 

has transformed art’s human scale into a corporate iteration of  the global. Once-intimate spaces capable of  presenting the 

artist’s theses have been placed on spatial steroids, while simultaneously being diminished to tertiary events that occur 

between global conferences. Where a radical limitlessness could once be proposed and conveyed to an audience capable of  

thinking through and archiving experiences, a dwarfing effect of  the viewer has occurred, transforming the onlooker to a mere 

audience member, and the idea of  art to something synonymous with a Hollywood franchise—the spectacle of  a spectacle.

This vastness does not hold greater opportunity. Rather, it is a limiting mechanism that relies on societal preconditions to 

receive and convey meaning to the viewer, transforming the space where one could be challenged into a space where one is 

meant to be awed, entertained, and delighted. This distraction-as-culture defies concentration and creates an audience of  

uniformity; much like Siegfried Kracauer’s assessment of  Berlin's Picture Palaces a century ago, fair and fetish culture create 

a homogeneity in which “everyone has the same responses, from the bank director to the sales clerk, from the diva to the 

stenographer.”i

How is change enacted? Change must begin by shifting the position of  the viewer. If  we, as viewers, continue to subscribe to 

the status of  the maker rather than taking the risk of  receiving the object as it appears and speaks to us, then we perpetuate 

our current condition. The market cannot be singularly blamed; it relies on an archaic structure and patriarchal narrative to 

inspire investment, making all of  its inhabitants relinquish their individual subjectivity in order to promote profit. There 

cannot be “genius” moving forward, unless the viewer frees her- or himself  from the constraints of  fair culture, alpha- object 

fetish, and the conditioning of  a power-over society.

To emancipate sculpture, the viewer must abolish the internal pattern of  imposing specific expectations on either gender. We 

must question binarism, with Millsian precision, in order to out the harm it does, and we need to build a broader and more 

informed model of  value. If  sculpture is to affect and determine the future it is meant to inhabit, we, as viewers, must undo 

the gendered vernacular and afford its makers personhood without regarding gender as subject, lens, or power. At this late 

stage, it is up to viewers to author their personal relations to space and object if  they wish to see the change that lies in front 

of  them.

i quoted in Inka Mülder-Bach, “Cinematic Ethnology: Siegfried Kracauer’s The White Collar Masses,” New Left Review 226 

(November–December 1997): 52.


